In 4 experiments, Sprague-Dawley rats and homing pigeons received training with an A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination, in which food (+) accompanied trials with A and EtC. Food was not presented (0) on trials with the compound AB. Subsequent test trials revealed that responding during C by itself, or the compound ABC, was slower than during either A or BC. Responding during the ABC compound was also found to be slower after training with the A+ AB0 BC+ than an A0 AB+ BC+ discrimination. We argue that these findings demonstrate the importance of configural associations in discrimination learning. Two accounts for the way in which these associations exert their influence are considered.
For example, animals can solve a negative patterning problem in which the US follows two stimuli when they are presented separately but not when they are presented together (Bellingham et al., 1985; Rescorla, 1972; Woodbury, 1943) . According to the Rescorla and Wagner (1972) model, without the influence of confignral cues, this discrimination would be insoluble, because it is impossible for a CS by itself to signal a US and at the same time inhibit the CR elicited by another CS when they occur in a compound. But if the compound generates a configural cue, then this confignral stimulus will acquire the inhibitory properties necessary to suppress responding on compound trials.
A frequent observation is that animals require many trials before they master this type of discrimination (Rescorla, 1972) , and it has therefore been suggested that in relation to conventional stimuli, the salience of configural stimuli is low. For example, Bellingham et al. (1985) used the Rescorla and Wagner model to stimulate the results from their patterning experiments: They found that the best fit to the obtained results was when the salience of the explicit stimuli was about l0 times that of the configural cue. This suggests that normally during conditioning, configural cues will acquire very little associative strength, and their influence will be negligible (Wagner & Rescorla, 1972) .
The principal aim of this article is to investigate the hypothesis that configural information is more important for discrimination learning than has hitherto been generally appreciated. In particular, the experiments examine whether configural learning plays an influential role in solving a discrimination that can theoretically be solved by relying solely on the explicit individual training stimuli. A secondary aim is to evaluate the relative merits of the two types of explanation considered earlier, for the way in which configural information is effective.
In four experiments, animals received discrimination training with three different types of trial that were intermixed. There were trials in which one CS was paired with a US (A+); trials in which this stimulus was presented in a compound and followed by nothing, (AB0); and finally, trials in which B was paired with a third CS and followed by the US (BC+). According to at least one theory of conditioning, the Rescoda and Wagner (1972) model, there is no need for subjects to rely on configural information to solve this discrimination. Equation 1 shows the way in which this model predicts the change in associative strength, AV, that will occur to a CS on any given trial. In this equation, a and/~ are learning-rate parameters with values between 0 and 1 that are determined by the intensity or salience of the CS and the nature of the US, respectively; ~ is the asymptote of conditioning determined by the magnitude of the US; and VT is the combined associative strength of all the stimuli present on the trial in question.
Av= ~. ~. (x-v~) .
(l)
By applying Equation 1 to the three stimuli used in the A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination, it can be predicted that conditioning will cease when the associative strengths of A and of B and C together are equal to X and when the associative strength of A and B together is equal to 0. To sustain these asymptotic values, conditioning must necessarily result in B possessing negative strength, of value -),, so that it can counteract the properties of A on AB0 trials. The negative strength of B will then result in superconditioning with C, so that C will acquire an associative strength of 2~. As a result of this relatively simple training, therefore, presenting C alone should result in a substantially higher level of responding than during BC.
The reason for selecting this particular experimental design for the proposed experiments is that there is at least one configural theory of conditioning that predicts a quite differcnt outcome to that just described. According to Pearce (1987) , conditioning does not result in the growth of associations between individual stimuli and the US with which they are paired; instead, connections are assumed to develop between the US and the entire pattern of stimulation that preceded it. Thus, in the preceding paradigm, training will result in representations of A and of BC entering into associations with the US, whereas because of its relationship with nonreinforcement, the compound AB will enter into an inhibitory association. When C is then presented, it will fail to elicit a CR directly, because it has never by itself been paired with the US. But as a result of the similarity between BC and C, the latter will elicit a CR indirectly, because of the generalization of excitation from the former. The difference between BC and C will ensure that this generalization is incomplete, and the level of responding during C should be less than during BC. The rationale behind this prediction is presented more fully in the General Discussion.
We can also note that if compounds generate configural cues, then the Rcscofla and model can predict that the A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination will result in less responding during C than during BC. To derive predictions concerning the influence of configural cues from this model, we must incorporate additional stimuli into Equation 1 to represent the cues generated by the compounds AB (configural cue X) and BC (configural cue Y). One problem with deriving the outcome of the discrimination rests with the values that should be assigned to a for the various stimuli. It is reasonable to suppose that A, B, and C are of approximately equal salience and that the same is true for X and Y. But considering their hypothetical nature, it is difficult to specify the salience of the configural stimuli in relation to that of the experimental stimuli. Unfortunately, this relationship is crucial, because it critically influences the predictions made by the Rescoda and Wagner (1972) model for the proposed experiments.
To demonstrate this point, we used a computer simulation based on Equation 1 to predict the outcome of the A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination. The value of fl was set at 0.2, the asymptote for conditioning on reinforced trials was set at l, and the value of a for A, B, and C was set at 0.2. A series of simulations then examined the effects of using different values of a for the configural cues on the asymptotic associative strengths of A, B, C, X, and Y. For reasons that will be explained later, the effect of presenting the three stimuli in the compound ABC was also computed. Figure l shows the outcome of these simulations. When the salience of the configural stimuli was 0 (i.e., when their presence was ignored), then the simulation confirmed the predictions derived earlier from the Rescorla and Wagner (1972) model: The associative strength of A, VA, has a value of 1, and the associative strength of B, VB, has a value of -1, whereas the predicted value for Vc is 2. As the salience of the configural stimuli increases, however, the values of VB and Vc approach 0. Of particular importance is that when the salience of the configural cues approaches 0.1, the value of Vc falls below the asymptotic value of 1. This means that if the salience of the configural cues is relatively weak (i.e., less than approximately one half of the salience of the experimental stimuli), the Rescorla and Wagner model predicts that presenting C alone will result in a CR that is of greater than asymptotic strength and that responding during C will be greater than during BC. On the other hand, if the salience of the configural stimuli is relatively high, then the CR elicited by C will be of less than asymptotic magnitude, and r'~ponding during C will be weaker than during BC. Such ambiguity in the predictions of the model need not be of undue concern, because if the second of these predictions can be confirmed, this will forcefully suggest that Figure 1 . Asymptotic levels of associative strength that are predicted by the Rescorla-Wagner (1972) model as a result of training with an A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination for the training stimuli A, B, and C; for the configural stimuli X (generated by AB) and Y (generated by BC); and for the compound ABC.
configural information can exert a strong influence on the outcome of a discrimination that does not require that sort of learning. What such a finding would fail to do is to permit a choice between the different accounts of configural learning that have been considered.
Experiment 1
The discussion to this point has been concerned with theories of Pavlovian conditioning, but there are good reasons for believing that the principles just considered apply also to instrumental conditioning. Indeed, some of the theories that have been mentioned were developed to account for performance during instrumental discriminations (e.g., Bellingham & Gillette, 1981; Estes & Hopkins, 1961; Gulliksen & Wolfle, 1938a , 1938b , and the results from studies of instrumental conditioning have often been used to evaluate theories of Pavlovian conditioning (e.g., Rescoda, 1973; Wagner, t969) . In the first experiment, therefore, the method of training was instrumental rather than Pavlovian conditioning.
A single group of rats received the A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination, with a visual stimulus serving as B and auditory stimuli serving as A and C. Lever pressing was reinforced with food during A and BC trials, but this response never resulted in food during either AB or the relatively long intertrial intervals. On completion of this training, a series of test trials was administered that permitted the rate of responding during C alone to be compared with that during BC. If responding during C is slower than during BC, then it would suggest that the role of configural information in the solution to the discrimination is important.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 16 male Sprague-Dawley rats (Rattus norvegicus), approximately 3 months old at the start of training, from the colony maintained at the University of Wales, College of Cardiff. They had a mean free-feeding weight of 357 g (range: 304-393 g). Before the start of the experiment, they were gradually reduced to 80% of their free-feeding weights and were maintained at this level throughout the experiment by being fed a restricted amount after each experimental session.
Apparatus. Four identical conditioning chambers (24.5 x 23.0 x 20.0 cm) were housed in separate chests, each containing an exhaust fan that provided masking noise. Three walls of each chamber were constructed from aluminium, the front wall was clear Perspex, and the ceiling was opaque Perspex. A 5-ohm speaker located on the back wall of the chamber was used to present a 2-kHz, 75-dB tone, and a similar speaker on the front wall was used to present a 10-Hz, 74-dB clicker. A third speaker located above the Perspex ceiling provided white noise at 75 dB. A visual stimulus was provided by switching on a 40-W, 240-V striplight above the ceiling of each chamber. A 5 × 6 cm food magazine, into which 45-mg food pellets (Campden Instruments, Ltd.) could be delivered, was located centrally in the front wall, with its base 0.5 cm above the grid floor. To gain access to the magazine, subjects were required to push open a clear Perspex flap that was hinged at the top. A fiat aluminium lever, 3.5 cm wide and 8 cm above the floor, protruded 2 cm into the chamber, 3 cm to the left of the magazine recess. A force of approximately 10 g was required to operate the lever.
Procedure. Before discrimination training, all rats were given two 30-min sessions of magazine training in which a single pellet offood was made available on a variable-time (VT) 60-s schedule. In the first session, the magazine flap was taped open, whereas for the rest of the experiment it was free. In the third session, the first 30 presses on the lever were individually reinforced.
For the pretraining phase, which lasted for eight sessions, lever pressing was reinforced in the presence but not the absence of the tone. The aim of this stage was to introduce the subjects to an instrumental discrimination with a stimulus that was not used in the A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination. There were 24 trials with the tone in each session, spaced 2 min apart. In Sessions 1 and 2, the duration of each trial was 20 s; thereafter, it was 10 s. For the first three sessions, responding during the tone was rewarded on a continuous reinforcement (CRF) schedule; subsequently, a variable-interval (VI) 5-s schedule (range: 1-10 s) was used.
Each rat was then given 20 sessions of discrimination training before two test sessions. In each discrimination training session there were 24 trials: 8 with A alone, 8 with A and B presented simultaneously, and 8 with B and C presented simultaneously. The trials were presented in a random sequence, with the constraint that no more than 2 of the same type could occur in succession. The intertrial interval (ITI) was 110 s, and the duration of each trial was 10 s. For one half of the subjects, A was the clicker and C the noise; this relationship was reversed for the remaining subjects. The overhead light was used as B for all subjects. For the trials with AB, lever presses were without programmed consequences, but during A alone and BC, responding was reinforced according to a VI 5-s schedule. For the first session of this stage, the schedule was the same as for the final sessions of pretraining; but for all other sessions, the constraint was added that a maximum of two pellets could be earned in any trial. The number of lever presses was recorded during all trials and for an equivalent period before each trial.
In each of two test sessions there were six trials with A, and five with BC, in which responding was reinforced according to the schedule used in the previous stage. There were also five nonreinforced trials with AB and two nonreinforced trials with each of A, B, C, and BC. The sequence of trials was random, with the constraints that the same type of trial could not occur more than once in succession and that each session started with one nonreinforced trial with AB and one reinforced trial with each of A and BC. Where omitted, procedural details were the same as for the previous stage.
Results
The mean rates of responding, in two-session blocks, during the trials with A, AB, and BC for the discrimination training stage are shown in Figure 2 . Figure 2 also shows the mean rate of responding that was recorded during the pretrial intervals for this stage of the experiment. At the outset of discrimination training, the rate of responding during the three trials was similar and substantially greater than in the pretrial intervals. By the end of discrimination training, responding was at a similar high rate during A and BC, whereas during AB the rate had declined to a level that was equivalent to the pretrial rate. In the final two sessions of discrimination training, the difference between the response rates during A and BC was not statistically significant, Wilcoxon T(15) = 47, p > .05, but responding was significantly faster during both A and BC by comparison with AB, Ts(16) < 4, ps < .05. The difference between the rate of responding during AB and the pretrial intervals was not significant, T(15) > 56, p > .05. The mean rates of responding during the test trials with A, B, C, and BC are presented in Figure 3 . The finding of most interest is that responding during BC was faster than during C, a difference that was significant, T(16) = 21, p < .05. Responding during A was somewhat slower than during BC and Slightly faster than during C, but neither of these differences was significant, Ts(15) > 45, ps > .05. The mean rate of responding during trials with B alone was very slow and not significantly different from the rate of 4.6 responses per minute that was recorded during the intervals before each trial, T(12) = 23, p > .05.
Discussion
One original finding from this experiment is that rats were able to master an A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination. But of more interest is the finding that, on completion of discrimination training, test trials revealed that responding was faster during BC than C. If the solution of the discrimination depended simply on the acquisition of associative strength by A, B, and C, then this outcome should not have occurred. The Rescorla and Wagner (1972) that B should become a conditioned inhibitor and result in superconditioning rather than in overshadowing of C.
The results from the test trials can be most readily explained if it is accepted that configural information plays a role in discrimination learning. This account will be pursued more fully in the discussion of the next experiment, which examines the reliability of the present findings.
Before leaving Experiment 1, some comment is needed concerning the results of the test trials with A. Because responding was slower during C than BC, and because both A and BC signaled food, then responding during C should also have been slower than during A. But the rates of responding during A and C did not differ significantly. A possible explanation for this result is that conditioning with A had not reached asymptote by the time of the test trials. In support of this suggestion, it can be noted that in both Figures 2 and 3 there is a suggestion that responding during A was slower than during BC.
Experiment 2
The aim of the second experiment was to determine whether the effects found in Experiment 1 could be replicated when a different species and a different method of conditioning was used. A single group of pigeons received autoshaping with the trials A+ AB0 BC+; that is, food was delivered after presentations either of A by itself or of the compound BC. Food was not delivered on trials with the AB compound. Once this discrimination had been mastered, a series of extinction test trials was administered in which responding to C alone was compared with responding during A and BC. We expected that if the significant results of the previous study were reliable and of some generality, then responding during C would be slower than during BC.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 12 adult homing pigeons (Columba livia) that had previously participated in an autoshaping experiment that used stimuli unrelated to those in this study. They were housed in pairs and maintained at 80% of their free-feeding weights (M --474 g, range: 410-592 g) by being fed a restricted amount of food after each experimental session.
Apparatus. The experimental apparatus consisted of four pigeon test chambers (30 x 33 x 35 cm), each containing a three-key pigeon panel (Campden Instruments Ltd.). The center key was replaced by a 4.5 x 5.0 cm clear Perspex panel that was hinged at the top. The center of the panel was 24 cm above the floor of the chamber. Pecks on the panel were detected by a reed relay that was operated whenever its lower edge was displaced by a distance greater than 0.7 mm. A Panasonic micro color television, with a screen 5.5 x 4.4 cm, was located 4.0 cm behind the Perspax panel. Food was delivered by operating a grain feeder (Campden Instruments Ltd.), which was illuminated whenever food was presented.
The chambers were permanently illuminated during all experimental sessions by a 2.8-W bulb, operated at 24 V, located 2.5 cm above the top of the Perspex panel. A BBC microcomputer (Acorn Computers Ltd.), programmed in SPIDER (Paul Fray Ltd., Cambridge, England) was used for the control of events, the recording of responses, and the generation of stimuli on the televisions.
The stimuli were colored squares located in a row across the center of the television screen. The length of the sides of the squares was 1.5 cm, and they were separated by a 0.4-cm gap of darkened screen. The left square was blue, the center square was red, and the right square was yellow, For one half of the subjects, A was the blue square, and C was the yellow square; this relationship was reversed for the remaining birds. Thus, for all subjects, B was the red square in the middle of the row.
Procedure. In each of the nine sessions of the discrimination training stage, there were 16 presentations of A, 16 presentations of the compound AB, and 16 presentations of the compound BC. The duration of each presentation was 10 s. Food was made available for 3 s after the trials with A and BC but not after the trial with AB. The sequence of trials was random, with the constraint that no more than two trials of the same sort could occur in succession. The ITI was 55s.
Conditioning progressed as previously described for the initial 18 trials of the test session. There were then 32 extinction trials in which the elements and compounds A, AB, BC, and C were each presented eight times in a random sequence. Apart from the absence of food, the procedural details for these trials were the same as for the discrimination training.
Results
The results in the left-hand graph of Figure 4 show the mean rate of pecking at the Perspex panel in front of the television screens during the three different trials in the nine sessions of discrimination training. At first, the rate of responding was at a similar high level for all types of trial, but as training progressed, the rate of responding declined to a very low level during the nonreinforced AB trials, whereas it remained at a high level for the nonreinforced trials with A and BC. In the final session of discrimination training, all subjects responded more vigorously on the reinforced than on the nonreinforced trials, whereas the difference between the levels of responding during A and BC was not significant, Ts(12) = 25, ps > .05.
The results for the extinction test trials are presented in the right-hand panel of Figure 4 , which shows the mean rates of responding for each of the four test stimuli. In keeping with the results of the discrimination training, responding during AB was very low and substantially slower than during either A or BC. Of more interest is the finding that responding during C was less than during either A or BC. An analysis of individual mean response rates for the eight presentations combined of each type of trial revealed that responding during C was significantly slower than during either A, T(12) = 14, p = .05, or BC, T(12) = 3, p < .01. For all subjects, the rate of responding during AB was slower than during any other type of trial.
Discussion
Despite the many procedural differences, the results of the second experiment are essentially the same as those of the first. Thus, a group of pigeons was able to master an A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination, and when test trials were given, the level of responding was significantly faster during BC than during C. One novel finding from this study is that during the test trials with C, responding was significantly slower than during those with A.
The results are consistent with the hypothesis that even when the solution to a discrimination does not require configural information, this information is nonetheless used. Support for this conclusion comes from at least two sources. First, in the introduction, it was shown that a configural model of conditioning, or an elemental model that assumes that the salience of confignral cues is relatively high, predicts accurately the pattern of results that was obtained. Second, consider the influence of B during the extinction trials. According to elemental analyses of conditioning, performance in the presence of a compound is determined by the algebraic sum of the associative strengths of its components. Thus, the observation that BC resulted in faster responding than C can be taken to indicate that the associative strength of B is positive or excitatory; in which case presenting B in compound with A should result in a higher rate of responding than during A alone. In fact, the presence of B suppressed responding during A, which implies that B possessed negative or inhibitory associative strength. According to an elemental theory, it is not possible for a stimulus to simultaneously possess such opposing properties, and one way to resolve this paradox is to accept that performance during the various compounds was influenced by configural associations. The opposing effects of B can then be attributed to this stimulus being a component of different configurations that have entered into excitatory or inhibitory associations.
Experiment 3
The previous experiments suggest that configural information plays an important role in the solution of the A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination, but they do not indicate the way in which this information exerts its influence. One possibility is that the compounds AB and BC generate unique stimuli that must compete with A, B, and C for the associative strength that they possess (Wagner & Rescorla, 1972) . Another possibility is that the compounds AB and BC enter in their entirety into associations and that subjects do not learn about the 140 ~ 140 120 120 100 100 -A 80 significance of individual elements unless they are presented alone during conditioning (Pearce, 1987) . In the introduction, we argued that both theories are capable of predicting the foregoing results, and the purpose of the remaining experiments is to attempt to choose between these very different ways of conceptualizing the role of configural information in associative learning. In Experiment 3, an experimental group of rats (Group E) was trained with the A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination before receiving test trials with the compound ABC. Recall that the results of the simulation of the Rescorla and Wagner (1972) equation, depicted in Figure l , include the predicted associative strength of this compound. It is apparent from Figure 1 that as the salience of the configural stimuli increases from 0 to l, so the associative strength of the ABC compound declines from 2 to I.~ But the important point to note is that, irrespective of the salience of the configural stimuli, this theory predicts that the strength of responding to ABC will never be less than asymptotic. The test trials of this experiment, therefore, were designed to test this prediction by assessing the associative strength of ABC in a series of extinction trials.
To provide a control group against which the associative properties of this compound could be compared, Group C also received test trials with ABC. Before the test trials, these subjects were given conditioning with B followed by an A0 AB+ BC+ discrimination. At the outset of discrimination training, B should possess asymptotic associative strength and, according to the Rescorla and Wagner (1972) model, its presence on the AB and BC trials will block conditioning with A, C, and the configural cues. When ABC is then presented for testing, its overall associative strength will be determined entirely by the properties of B, which in turn will be equal to ~. Accordingly, whatever the salience of the configural cues, this account predicts that responding during the test trials with ABC will never be slower in Group E than in Group C. To match the experience of the groups as closely as possible, Group E received conditioning with A before discrimination training. This treatment does not alter the qualitative predictions derived from Figure 1 concerning responding during ABC.
There were several reasons for selecting the preceding treatment for Group C. It ensures that during discrimination training the ratio of reinforced to nonreinforced trials is the same for l~th groups and that they receive the same compounds and elements during discrimination training. Equating these factors should minimize the likelihood of differences on the test trials being due to influences that are of slight theoretical interest. In addition, the prediction made by the Pearce (1987) model for the test trials is that responding by Group C should be more vigorous than by Group E. At an informal level, this prediction is based on the supposition that the similarity of ABC to any two of its elements in compound is greater than to either A, B, or C presented alone. Thus, in Group C there will be substantial generalization of excitation from the AB+ and BC+ trials to ABC, and this will be counteracted to some extent by a modest level of inhibition generalizing from the A0 trials. In contrast, in Group E the A+ and BC+ trials will permit less generalization of excitation to ABC than occurs in Group C, whereas the AB0 trials will permit greater generalization of inhibition than in Group C. This account will be presented more formally in the General Discussion. The point we emphasize here is that, in contrast to the previous experiments, the outcome of this study should allow us to choose between two different accounts of the configural learning process.
Method
Subjects and apparatus. We used 32 experimentally naive rats that were the same as those in Experiment 1 in terms of the stock from which they came and the conditions under which they were maintained. The apparatus was the same as described for Experiment 1.
This prediction is based on the assumption that the compound ABC will generate the configural cues that were originally produced when AB and BC were presented during discrimination training. If it is assumed that the compound generates only a single unique cue, then the predicted level of responding during ABC will be greater than that portrayed in Figure 1 .
Procedure. All subjects were trained to lever press in the same way as described for Experiment 1. They then received 16 sessions of pretraining with a single stimulus. For Group E, the stimulus was the tone, whereas for Group C, it was the striplight. For the first 4 sessions, the ITI was 100 s, the trims lasted for 20 s, and responding was rewarded on a continuous reinforcement (CRF) schedule. Thereafter, the ITI was increased to 110 s, the trials were reduced to 10 s, and a VI 5-s schedule was operated with the constraint that no more than two pellets could be earned in a trial.
The second stage of the experiment consisted of 28 sessions of discrimination training. For all subjects, there were 24 trials in each session: 8 with each of A, the tone; AB, the tone and striplight compound; and BC, the striplight and clicker compound. Each trial lasted for 10 s, and the ITI was 110 s. For Group E, responding was reinforced according to the VI 5-s schedule during A and BC but not during AB, whereas for Group C, the VI 5-s schedule was in operation during AB and BC but not A. The number of responses made during each trial and during the 10 s before each trial was recorded.
For both groups, there were 24 trials in the final test session. The first 12 of these were conducted in the same manner as the previous stage; the remaining trials consisted of 10-s presentations of the compound ABC. No food was delivered during the ABC trials. The duration of the trials, the ITI, and the method of r~ording the responses were the same as for the previous stage.
Results
During the final session of pretraining, the mean number of responses per minute during the tone in Group E was 25.0; during the light in Group C, it was 22.0. This difference was not statistically significant, Mann-Whitney U(16, 16) = 110, p > .05.
The outcome of the discrimination training with the two groups is shown, in two-session blocks, in Figure 5 . Group C mastered the A0 AB+ BC+ discrimination more rapidly than Group E mastered the A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination. By the end of this stage, however, the level of responding by both groups during the reinforced trials was similar; but during the nonreinforced trials, it was marginally faster in Group E than in Group C. To examine ~the performance by the two groups, we conducted statistical analyses using the results from the final two sessions of discrimination training. Within each group, the response rates during the two different types of trial in which food was delivered did not differ, Ts(16) > 46, ps > .05, nor was there a significant difference between the groups when individual mean response rates for both types of reinforced trial were combined, U(16, 16) --102, p > .05. A between-groups comparison of the response rates during the nonreinforced trials revealed that responding during A in Group C was significantly slower than that during AB in Group C, U(16, 16) = 54, p < .05. In both groups, the mean rate of responding during each type of reinforced trial was significantly greater than during the nonreinforced trials, Ts(16) < 7, ps < .01.
The results from the test session are displayed in Figure 6 . At first, there was little difference between the rates of responding by the two groups in the presence of ABC, but as the number of extinction trials increased, the rate of responding by Group C was substantially faster than that by Group E. An analysis of individual mean response rates for the 12 trials combined revealed that this difference was significant, U(16, 16) = 47, p < 0.01. The mean number of responses per minute during the 10-s intervals before each trial in the final two-session block of discrimination training was 1.3 in Group E and 1.8 in Group C. For the 12 test trials, these response rates were 0 in Group E and 0.1 in Group C. Neither of these differences was statistically significant, Us(16, 16) > 119, ps > .05.
Discussion
An experimental group that had been trained with an A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination responded more slowly on subsequent test trials with ABC than did a control group that had been trained with an A0 AB+ BC+ discrimination. A clear implication of this outcome is that performance in the discriminations that we have used is not determined by the combined associative strength of the elements A, B, and C. If 
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GpC A ----Jr--. GpC AB ---'t---GpC BC Figure 5 . Mean rates of responding for the sessions of discrimination training with Group E, which received the A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination, and Group C, which received the A0 AB+ BC+ discrimination in Experiment 3. 
TRIALS
Mean rates of responding for the test trials with the ABC compound for Groups E and C in Experiment 3. it were, then as stated in the discussion of the Rescorla and Wagner (1972) model in the introduction, the A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination should leave the elements with the following associative strengths: A, X; B, negative X; and C, 2~. When these stimuli are combined for the test trials, the overall associative strength of the compound will then be 2h, and it should elicit a strong CR. In the case of the A0 AB+ BC+ discrimination, the Rescorla and Wagner (1972) model predicts that A and C will ultimately be associatively neutral, whereas the associative strength of B will equal ~. Hence, on test trials after this training, the ABC compound should have an overall associative strength of ~ and elicit a weaker CR than after the A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination. But we found the opposite outcome.
It is also difficult to explain our findings from the foregoing theory by incorporating the assumption that compounds generate configural cues. Figure 1 shows that when the salience of the configural cues generated by AB and BC is the same, and of any value between zero and 1, then the associative strength of ABC after the A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination will never be less than ),. The extent to which this strength exceeds ),, however, will become smaller as the salience of the configural cues increases. On the other hand, we saw in the introduction to this experiment that because of the pretraining with B, the overall associative strength of the triple element compound can never exceed ), after the A0 AB+ BC+ discrimination. Thus, although the presence of configural cues might reduce the difference in the predicted levels of performance for the test trials, their presence should not reverse the outcome that is predicted.
The purpose of the next experiment, like Experiment 2, was to determine the generality and reliability of our results by examining whether they can be obtained in a different preparation when pigeons rather than rats serve as the subjects. Furthermore, a within-subject rather than a betweensubjects experimental design was used.
Experiment 4
A single group of pigeons was trained with both of the discriminations that were given to the two groups of the previous experiment. Thus, in addition to A+ AB0 BC+ training trials, subjects also received training with an E0 DE+ DF+ discrimination. For the reasons specified in the introduction to Experiment 3, pretraining was given with A and D. The experiment concluded with a series of test trials with the compounds ABC and DEF, and in view of the previous results, it was anticipated that the higher rate of responding would be recorded during DEF.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 16 experimentally naive pigeons with a mean free-feeding weight of 565 g (range: 466-631 g). The method of housing and food deprivation was the same as for Experiment t. One subject died during the experiment.
Apparatus. The apparatus was the same as for Experiment 2, but the stimuli were different. The six stimuli for the experiment consisted of colored rectangles, each occupying the entire height of the television screen and one third of its width. For 7 subjects, Stimulus A consisted of red and cyan squares (with sides being equal to one tenth of the height of the screen), Stimulus B was composed of 8 alternating blue and yellow v~ertical stripes, Stimulus C was a white rectangle, Stimulus D was a green rectangle, Stimulus E was a magenta rectangle, and Stimulus F was composed of 40 alternating blue and cyan horizontal stripes. C and D always occupied the left third of the screen, B and E the center third, and A and F the fight third. The assignment of the stimuli was counterbalanced so that for the remaining 8 subjects, the compounds ABC and DEF were, respectively, the same as the compounds DEF and ABC for the 7 birds just considered.
Procedure. The first two sessions consisted of magazine training.
In the first of these, the food hoppers were permanently raised until the subjects were eating freely. The hoppers were then lowered, and food was presented on 20 occasions, for 20 s at a time, on a fixedtime (FT) 60-s schedule. In the second session of magazine training, food was presented on 40 occasions according to a FI" 60-s schedule. The duration of each of the first 10 presentations was t0 s; thereafter, it was 5 s. For the remainder of the experiment, food was made available for 3 s whenever it was presented.
The next six sessions consisted of autoshaping with A and D. These stimuli were each presented for 10 s and immediately followed by food. There were 24 trials with each stimulus within a session, and the ITI was 55 s. The sequence of trials was random with the constraint that no more than three trials of the same sort could occur in succession.
The next stage consisted of 12 sessions of discrimination training. In every session there were eight reinforced trials with each of A, BC, DE, and EF, and eight nonreinforced trials with each of AB and E. The different trials were all presented once in a random order, in eight successive blocks of six trials. The duration of the stimuli and the ITI were the same as for the previous stage.
The first 24 trials of the test session were conducted in the same manner as for the discrimination training. There then followed 12 nonreinforeed trials with each of ABC and DEF. The compounds were presented in an alternating sequence that began with ABC for 7 subjects and with DEF for the remainder.
Results
Conditioning with A and D progressed at a similar rate, so that in the final session of conditioning with these stimuli, the mean number of responses per minute during A was 14.8, and during D it was 14.9. This difference was not statistically significant, T(15) = 38, p > .05.
The results from the 12 sessions of discrimination training and the first half of the test session are shown in the left-hand panel of Figure 7 . Initially, all trials resulted in similar, relatively high levels of responding. As training progressed, the response rates on the reinforced trials increased gradually, whereas they declined on the nonreinforced trials. Throughout this stage of the experiment, there was no difference between the mean rates of responding during the reinforced trials, but the rate during E declined more rapidly than during AB. In the final session of discrimination training, the differences between the rates of responding in the presence of A, BC, DE, and DF were not significant, Ts(15) > 45, ps > .05, but the response rate during AB was significantly greater than during E, T(12) = 6, p < .01.
The right-hand panel of Figure 7 shows the rate of responding across successive extinction trials with the compounds ABC and DEF. Throughout, responding during ABC was slower than during DEF. An analysis of individual mean response rates for the 12 trials with each stimulus revealed that responding during DEF was significantly faster than during ABC, T(14) = 2, p < .01.
Additional analyses revealed that on the first presentation of ABC, the rate of responding was significantly slower than during the trials in the same session with A, T(15) = 25, p = .05, and BC, T(14) = 16, p < .01. The rate of responding during DEF on its first presentation did not differ significantly from that recorded during the trials in the test session with DE, T(15) = 43, p > .05, or DF, T(14) = 48, p > .05.
Discussion
The results from the extinction test trials with the compounds ABC and DEF confirm the findings of the previous experiment by demonstrating that responding was faster during DEF than ABC. An additional finding from this study is that when the ABC compound was first presented, it elicited a significantly lower response rate than during the previous conditioning trials with either A or BC. This outcome indicates that the overall associative strength of the ABC compound was less than the asymptotic value determined by the US, which is important because the Rescorla and Wagner (1972) model predicts otherwise. Figure 1 makes it evident that no matter how salient the configural stimuli are assumed to be, the associative strength of ABC should never be less than ~,. It can be noted that the failure to observe a similar effect in Experiment 3 does not challenge the foregoing conclusion. In that experiment, subjects devoted an unknown amount of time to consuming the reinforcer during trials with A and BC, and it is thus impossible to determine accurately the rate of responding during these trials.
General Discussion
The way in which rats and pigeons solve an A+ AB0 13(2+ discrimination has been examined in four experiments. Perhaps the most forceful conclusion to emerge from these studies is that performance in this discrimination is not determined by a simple algebraic summation of the associative strengths of A, B, and C. If performance were determined in this manner, then test trials with C alone should have resulted in a higher rate of responding than during BC, but Experiments 1 and 2 revealed the opposite outcome. A further prediction from this perspective is that the associative strength of the compound ABC will be 2},, so that responding in its presence should be substantially greater than during either A or BC. In Experiment 4, however, when ABC was first presented, responding was weaker than during the previous trials with A or with BC.
A further problem for this analysis is posed by the results relating to the A0 AB+ BC+ discrimination used in Experiments 3 and 4. If the only associations formed during discrimination training are those involving A, B, and C, then B should be the only stimulus that gains any associative strength in this discrimination. As a result, the associative strength of ABC should be less than its counterpart after training with an A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination. But the results from both experiments clearly contradicted this prediction.
In view of these and related findings, we have argued throughout this article that configural information plays an important role during discrimination learning with com- pound stimuli. The question is then raised as to how this configural information should be characterized. According to Wagner and Rescorla (1972) , when two or more stimuli are presented together, they generate a unique, conflgural cue that takes part in conditioning as if it were a normal stimulus. To derive predictions from this model, it has been necessary to make certain assumptions about the salience of the configural stimuli. For example, if it is accepted that their intensity is greater than half the salience of the experimental stimuli, then it is possible to explain why the rate of responding during C is slower than that during BC in Experiments 1 and 2 (see Figure 1) . But whether such an assumption is justified is uncertain (Wagner & Rescoda, 1972) . Additional problems are posed for the Rescorla and Wagner (1972) model by the finding from Experiment 4 that after training with the A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination, responding during ABC was slower than that during either A or BC and by the results of Experiments 3 and 4, which showed that responding during ABC was slower after the A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination than after the A0 AB+ BC+ discrimination. We have argued that the model is unable to explain these findings, even if the salience of the configural stimuli is relatively high. It should be noted, however, that this argument is justified only if the salience of the configural cues is approximately equal. If it is accepted that the salience of the configural cue that is present on nonreinforced trials is greater than for the experimental stimuli, and greater than for the configural cue present on reinforced trials, then the model can explain our findings. But once again, whether such assumptions are justified is open to question.
Turning now to a rather different conceptualization of configural learning, several authors have proposed that when two or more stimuli are presented together during conditioning, they will collectively enter into a single association with the US (Estes & Hopkins, 1961; Friedman & Gelfand, 1964; Gulliksen & Wolfle, 1938a , 1938b Heinemann & Chase, 1975; Pearce, 1987) . Thus, the solution to an A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination will depend on A and BC entering into excitatory associations and AB entering into an inhibitory association. Unfortunately, this very simple account is then complicated by the additional assumption that because they share common elements there will be a measure of generalization between A and AB and between AB and BC. To understand how this generalization will influence conditioning, it is necessary to develop this outline more formally. The following account is taken from Pearce (1987; see also Wilson & Pearce, 1989; Young & Pearce, 1984) .
Suppose that two stimuli, X and Y, are similar to each other and that conditioning has been conducted with X. Equation 2 shows that the amount of excitation that will generalize from X to Y, ev, is determined by their similarity, xSv (0 < S < 1), and the magnitude of excitation associated with X, Ex. 2 ev ---vSx-Ex.
Thus, when a stimulus is presented, it is important to remember that its overall associative strength will be determined by two factors: first, there is the associative strength that results from conditioning with that stimulus; second, there is the associative strength that generalizes to it as a result of conditioning with other stimuli. In addition to determining the strength of the CR that is elicited by a CS, the overall associative strength (E + e) will influence the course oi conditioning with a CS in the manner specified in Equation 3:
In the case of the A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination, therefore, conditioning with A, and with BC, will enable AB to arouse a measure of generalized excitation, e^B, of magnitude ASAB" EA + BcSAB" EBC, and this compound will initially elicit a CR. But because these trials are nonreinforced, the value of X will be 0, and according to Equation 3, AB will gain negative associative strength. In fact, Pearce (1987) has proposed thai in these circumstances, AB will enter into an inhibitory association, IAB, which will gain in strength until it matche., exactly the value of eAB. At this point, a CR will cease tc occur during the compound, and learning with AB will stop Equation 4 specifies the ultimate magnitude of inhibition thai will be associated with AB.
The inhibition associated with AB will generalize to A and to BC and weaken the CR that they originally elicited. I~ addition, this inhibition will counter the excitation associate~ with these stimuli and necessitate further excitatory condi. tioning. It follows from Equation 3 that conditioning with A will cease when EA, less the inhibition generalizing to A, iA, i' equal to ~,. Equation 5 is one way of expressing this relation. ship, bearing in mind that iA is equal to ASAB'/AS:
Equation 6 expresses the equivalent relationship for BC:
EBc -ABSBc'IAB = X (61 Equations 4, 5, and 6 can be solved once the various value,, of S have been specified. If the salience of A, B, and C i, equal, then Pearce (1987) has suggested that AS^B will have value of 0.5 (because all the stimuli on trials with A will be it common with half the stimuli on trials with AB); and th~ value of ABSBc will be 0.25 (because one half of the stimuli or trials with AB will be in common with one half of the stimul: on trials with BC). When these values are substituted into th~ last three equations, it can be shown that the asymptotic level of excitatory strength associated with A will be 1.54X and fol BC will be 1.31X, and the inhibition associated with AB will be -I.09X. When C is presented for the test trials, it will not posses., any associative strength of i~ own, because it has never b) itself been presented for conditioning. Instead, the CR that i~ elicits will be determined entirely by generalization from BC according to the expression, cSBc.EBc. For reasons that hav~ been outlined earlier, the value of cSBc will be 0.5, which leads to the predicted CR in the presence of C being magnitude 0.65h. Thus, responding is predicted to be slower during C than the asymptotic level recorded during BC, which was observed in Experiments 1 and 2, or during A, which was confirmed in Experiment 2.
Turning now to Experiments 3 and 4, we can again use Equations 4, 5, and 6 to determine the asymptotic values of excitation and inhibition associated with A, AB, and BC, after the A+ AB0 BC discrimination. Equation 7 shows the way in which the strength of the CR that will be elicited by the ABC compound is determined by generalization from A, AB, and BC: e^Bc = ASABc'EA -ABSABc" JAB + BcSA~c'EBc = 0.33" 1.54"A --0.66" 1.09"h + 0.66" 1.31 "A = 0.65~,. (7) TO solve this equation, the similarity of A to ABC was given a value of 0.33, because A represents one third of the elements of ABC; by the same token, the value for the similarity of AB and BC to ABC was set at 0.66. The solution to Equation 7 thus indicates that responding during ABC, after the A+ AB0 Bc+ discrimination, should be weaker than the asymptotic levels recorded during the training trials with A and BC. This prediction was confirmed in Experiment 4.
When determining the asymptotic levels of associative strength that will result from the A0 AB+ BC+ discrimination, one must take into account the pretraining with B. Because this stimulus was not presented alone during the discrimination training, it will retain its original asymptotic level of excitation, ~,. The generalization of this excitation will reduce the excitation that AB and BC must acquire to elicit an asymptotic CR (see Equation 3 ). In a similar way, the excitation acquired by AB wilt generalize to BC and reduce the need for conditioning with BC, and vice versa. Following from these principles, Equation 8 shows the magnitude of inhibition that will be associated with A; Equation 9 indicates that conditioning with AB will cease when its associative strength, combined with excitation generalizing from B and BC, and less the inhibition generalizing from A, is equal to ~,; and Equation 10 shows the equivalent relationship for BC. I^ = ASAB'EAB.
EAB + sSAa" EB + acS~-Esc -ASA~" I^ = X.
E~ + BSac.E~ + AsSsc'EAn = X.
The asymptotic values of IA, EAB, and EBc can be derived from the preceding three equations, and when they are substituted into Equation 11 it is possible to find the predicted level of excitation that will generalize to ABC. The solution to Equation 11 gives 0.85~, as the strength of the CR that is predicted in the presence of ABC. Thus, responding during ABC is predicted to be stronger after the A0 AB+ BC+ discrimination than after the A+ AB0 BC+ discrimination, which was confirmed in Experiments 3 and 4. A second prediction from Equation 11 is that responding during ABC will be weaker than during either AB or BC, but this was not confirmed by the results of Experiment 4. A reason for this outcome may rest with the method of testing. On the trims when the response rates during ABC and BC were compared, the performance was so vigorous that any differences between the excitatory properties of ABC and BC may have been obscured.
Overall, then, the model of conditioning developed by Pearee (1987) provides a reasonably accurate account of our experimental findings. On the one hand, it is encouraging to note that this success was based on the use of two simple principles (Equations 2 and 3) . On the other, we must acknowledge that the predictions were derived from values of S that have little empirical justification. However, Pearce (1987) has offered a theoretical justification for these values; and computer simulations have revealed that a variety of intensities for each of A, B, and C can be used without qualitatively altering the predictions for these experiments.
The reported experiments have focused on the outcome of a novel method for discrminafion training, and in conclusion, we should comment on the generality and broader significance of our findings. As far as their generality is concerned, we point out that the results were obtained using both instrumental and Pavlovian methods of conditioning, with rats and pigeons, and with compounds composed of stimuli from the same and from different modalities. Our findings thus appear to be reasonably robust and should be found with a wide range of training parameters.
The significance of the findings rests with our conclusion that animals use configural information when solving a discrimination even though they do not need to do so. The implication is that in more frequently used procedures, such as blocking, overshadowing, and inhibitory conditioning, configural information may exert a more powerful role than has previously been appreciated. If this is correct, then a full understanding of the effects of these methods of conditioning will not be achieved unless attention is paid to the influence of configural associations.
At a more theoretical level, there is the problem of deciding how best to understand the way in which this configural information exerts its influence on responding. In this article, we have examined in detail two very different approaches. Perhaps not unexpectedly, we favor the theory proposed by Pearce (1987) . This model provides an unambiguous set of predictions for our experiments, and the majority of them were confirmed. In contrast, the predictions derived from the Rescorla and Wagner (1972) model were in some cases ambiguous and depended on arbitrary assumptions concerning the salience of configural cues.
